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4th LTT event in Zarautz, Spain (2021.10.25-29)



Participants:

Partner country School name Participants

Slovakia ZÁKLADNÁ SKOLA A.
SLADKOVICA

SLIAC

Alzbeta Krúpová
Eva Lichá
Olga Vonkomerová
Elena Plichtová

Turkey FATIH ILKOKULU
MERKEZ TOKAT

Nusret Camcı
Orhan Alan
Celal Güney
Orhan Bilgiç

Latvia ADAZU VIDUSSKOLA
ADAZI

Ilona Svekre
Aiga Mikasenoka
Jēkabs Krīgerts
Nadežda Grūbe

Italy I.C. CARDUCCI GRAMSCI
BAGHERIA

Chiara Audia
Anna Varchi

Lithuania VILNIAUS INZINERIJOS IR
TECHNOLOGIJU LICEJUS

Ieva Bernotaitė
Gerda Baltrušaitė
Aušra Dajorė

Spain OROKIETA HERRI ESKOLA
ZARAUTZ

Arantzazu Fdez de Arroiabe
Idigoras
Arrate Ugalde Izaguirre
Karmele Blanco Etxeberria
Maider Cachón Arruti

24.10.2021

All participants of Erasmus + project Np. 2019-1-SK01-KA229-060648 “Everything can be
recycled, except the Earth” arrived and were accommodated in the Hotel Txiki Polit in
Zarautz.



25.10.2021

The Spanish coordinator met the representatives of Slovakia, Turkey, Italy, Lithuania and
Latvia schools at the hotel at 9:30 am, and all together headed to Orokieta Herri Eskola,
where the official project opening took place. The chief of the local department of Education
Irune Urbieta,  the Headmaster Arrate Ugalde and The Parents Association members Alex
Amezua, Lourdes Gabiron and Marc Franch officially welcomed the project participants.

The first graders sang the school
song and the sixth graders danced a

typical ceremonial dance.

Later, accompanied by the representatives of the City Council, they visited the renovated
patio, as well as the classroom of the orchard-laboratory.



At 11:00 am, the spanish coordinator, Arantzazu Fdez de Arroiabe, and the coordinator of
the School's European program, Miren Karmele Blanco, presented the Orokieta Herri Eskola
educational system and the Spanish educational system.

At 11:30 am, these two coordinators presented the recycling program of the “Zisarea”
School: Work program for the prevention and thematic collection of urban waste in schools,
created and coordinated by the Association of Municipalities of the Region.



At 12:00 pm, the participants joined a manipulative maths lesson observation.

After discussing the observation of the lesson, the participants had lunch at school.

At 15:00 pm, the Headmaster and FCL Spanish Ambassador Arrate Ugalde presented the
European Schoolnet Future Classroom Lab.



26.10.2021
At 9:00 am, all participants took the bus to Tolosa to visit and participate in the workshop at
TOPIC, the international museum of puppets in Tolosa.

The museum provided the workshop material in English so that the participants could take it
to their schools.



27.10.2021

The Spanish coordinator met the representatives of the Slovakia, Turkey, Italy, Lithuania and
Latvia schools at the hotel at 8:40 am, and all together headed to Orokieta Herri Eskola’s
Kindergarten building. A visit was made starting from the 2-year-old classrooms and ending
with the 5-year-old classrooms. The nursery English teacher, Naroa Atxaga, acted as a
guide.



At 11:30 am, the participants had the chance to join a 5th grade FCL lesson, guided by
Miren Karmele Blanco, about fossils, stones and minerals.

At 12:30 pm, Scientix Ambassadors Arantzazu Fernandez de Arroiabe and Miren Karmele
Blanco presented the Scientix portal and proposed an activity to be carried out during the
Erasmus + project.

At 13:00 pm, the coordinators of
the different countries had a
meeting in order to talk about the
next meeting in Turkey.



28.10.2021
The english teacher met the representatives of the Slovakia, Turkey, Italy, Lithuania and
Latvia schools at the hotel at 8:40 am, and all together headed to Tabakalera, in Donostia -
San Sebastián.

After visiting the Medialab, participants got information about two projects related to 3R’s,
“Hor Konpon” and “Precious Plastic”. The guide provided additional information about these
programs to the participants.

At 12:30 pm, participants had the opportunity to visit the capital city of the region and enjoy
the buildings, local food and views.

At 20:00 pm, the teachers from Orokieta Herri Eskola prepared a farewell dinner for all the
participants of the meeting. After dinner, there was a ceremony to present the diplomas to
the participants. After that, each country exchanged traditional music and sang and danced
together.




